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Cryptography & Its Application
The security of the system must rest entirely on the secrecy of the key

- Kerckhoffs’ Principle in 1883
• Information security is essential while transmitting the information via networks and

communication links for applications like Military, Government documents, Online

transaction processing, e-banking, Trade secrets, e-commerce, Multimedia applications,

ICT based health care etc.

• Networks and Communications links requires cryptographic measures to protect the data 

during transmission.

Cryptography: is the study and methods to protect data 

Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability.

 Confidentiality : Hiding information from unauthorized access

 Integrity       : Preventing Information from unauthorized 
modification

 Availability  : Ensuring that authorized user are able to access 
the information when needed
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Three dimensions of cryptography are,

 The type of operations like substitution / transposition / product  
methods used for transforming  plaintext to cipher text 

 The way in which the plaintext is processed either block / stream

 The number of keys used
 symmetric (single key)
 asymmetric (two-keys, or public-key encryption)

Dimensions of Cryptography 

To maintain confidentiality on individual systems need the encryption using the dimensions of 
cryptography

The security of the system must rest entirely on the secrecy of the key
- Kerckhoffs’ Principle in 1883

Fig.1(b) Asymmetric  KeyFig. 1(a) Symmetric Key

 Symmetric cryptography is
used for majority of
communications

 Public Key cryptography is
used for exchanging
Symmetric keys

 Digital Signatures are used
to validate Public Keys
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Hardware Vs Software Security

Software-Based Cryptography Processor 
PROCESSORCryptographic algorithms / applications are performed on
software-based platform (Operating System)

Advantage

 Cryptographic processes performed on the 
general purpose computing system with its OS

 Multiple application run on single platform (OS)

 Cryptographic algorithm update is flexible

 It is suitable for the block ciphers

Disadvantage

 Application needs OS, which leads to the cost 

 Slower, since existing analogous applications runs on OS

 Security of the application depends on the security of 
OS, which is vulnerable to attack (i.e. brute force)

 Vulnerable to run malicious code on OS

 Stores the encryption keys in memory (RAM) whose 
content can be read by hacker like cold boot attack.

Hardware-Based Cryptography Processor
Cryptographic algorithms / applications are performed on
hardware-based platform (dedicated hard wired processor
e.g. FPGA, ASIC)

Advantage

 Faster, because of the dedicated hard wired
processor 

 Not susceptible to brute force attacks

 Keys are stored internal registers which cannot
be read by hacker like cold boot attack

 Cannot run the malicious code

 It is suitable for the stream ciphers

Disadvantage

 Cryptographic algorithms update not possible 

on ASIC however can only be reconfigured in   

FPGA- based hardware platform

 Single application run on single hardware platform

 Vulnerable to read the secret information (e.g. static 
keys) of FPGA through the JTAG (i.e. Read back attack)
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Research Gaps  

For cryptographic  process, the feedback functions 
in the shift register requires,

• Nonlinearity,

• Correlation immunity  in order to make the 
algorithm resistant to attacks. 

 The recursive pseudorandom binary sequence
generated using feedback functions is not
secured due to its linearity in the feedback
function.

 The researcher addresses the empirical approach
to minimize the gate complexity by choosing the
number of stages for the binary sequence to
determine the next state function.

 The research gap of generating the non-
recursive key sequence of larger length to
maintain the data integrity has been identified.

 The researchers have addressed the key
scheduling process with the
pseudorandom binary keystream process
in the stream cipher algorithm.

 The research gap of generating the
dynamic key value to improve the
permutation in the key scheduling and
generate dynamic pseudorandom
binary sequence process has been
identified.
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The necessity of hardware-based cryptography for real-time applications demand,
 Secured key generation
 Keystream of larger length with the minimum number of stages
 Low logic complexity of nonlinear Boolean function
 Low hardware complexity and
 High throughput
which can be achieved by designing and implementation of an efficient cryptographic processor.

The objective of this proposal is to develop an efficient algorithm, architecture, and
cryptosystem to generate a non-recursive larger pseudorandom keystream to secure the
privacy information with low hardware complexity and high throughput.

The main objectives of this proposal are as below:

 A new efficient algorithm and architecture using the nonlinear Boolean functions with
minimum logic complexity for the cryptography applications is developed.

 A new cryptosystem based on dynamic key stream to meet the demand of data
integrity and confidentiality in the privacy information is developed.

 The hardware implementation of efficient architecture and cryptosystem with high
throughput is developed.

Motivation ( Why is the problem interesting? )

The security of the system must rest entirely on the secrecy of the key
- Kerckhoffs’ Principle in 1883
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It is mandatory for a hyperchaotic system to
have at least one unstable equilibrium point.
The equilibrium points of the proposed
hyperchaotic system can be solved by the
following equations.

Proposed Methodology 

Proposed Algorithms
Cont..
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Brute force attack analysis

 Considering the finite precision as P’ , the
total number of possible initial values of all
the four variables are around

 If N be the number of registers in NLFSR-
SSG, then there are 2^(N−1) possible initial
values. Therefore, the key space cardinality
of HNLF-SSP generator is about
2^(N+13P’).

 Thus, by considering appropriate N and
P’ values, the generator key space is
bigger and possess resistant towards
brute force attack.

Results and Discussions

Statistical analysis
NIST-SP 800-22 TEST
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 The proposed a new pseudorandom number generator using hyperchaotic system

namely HNLF-SSP generator.

 In general, hyperchaotic systems exhibits more complex behavior, random like nature

than chaotic systems.

 Hyperchaotic based pseudorandom number generators guarantee enough security

than chaotic based pseudorandom number generators.

 Further, the proposed hyperchaotic system has better Lyapunov exponent values than

the existing chaotic systems.

 From the above test results and analysis, the generated dynamic keystream sequence

using the proposed hyperchaotic system is random and against the cryptanalytic

attacks

Conclusion
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